
Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce myself: program director, teacher, education researcherIn 2014 I began working at RTB, sailing prgm 2015. here to talk about building a grassroots sailing program in an underserved urban community that has very little or NO recent traditions in sailing or yachting (let alone access to their waterfronts), and how the program impacts our participants.Also discuss how this program, and others like it, can help diversify our sport, its community, and the experiences it offers. start with an overview of our organization and our work, then talk about how we designed our sailing program to best fit into both the philosophy and culture of our organization as well as the culture and community of the South Bronx. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kids don't just build boats at Rocking the Boat, boats build kids. 



Rocking the Boat empowers young people from the 
South Bronx to develop the self-confidence to set 
ambitious goals and gain the skills necessary to 
achieve them. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rocking the boat mission statementRocking the Boat empowers young people from the South Bronx to develop the self-confidence to set ambitious goals and gain the skills necessary to achieve them. Students work together to build wooden boats, learn to row and sail, and restore local urban waterways, revitalizing their community while creating better lives for themselves. ��



wooden 
boatbuilding 

our tools 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How it started: our founder, Adam Green, built a plywood boat with students at a teacher friend’s school, and sparked this idea that building wooden boats harbored something special in the helping kids develop into motivated and goal-driven young adults—teaching teamwork, diligence, hard work, patience, and the practical application of the abstract academic learning that takes place in school.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The cornerstone of our fleet is the traditionally built whitehall rowboat. They’re famous for beeing seaworthy and versatile, as well as beautiful. We’ve built close to two dozen of these boats, and they’ve been the workhorses of our fleet for years. 





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Launch days at RTB are all-hands affiars.



wooden 
boatbuilding 

our tools 

rowing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the organization began building boats, there was an inventory of beautiful, small wooden craft that was aching to be used. Made sense to create programming that utilized these boats. It also made sense to use them in the community where they were built, and to help restore that community in some manner.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kids gain all kinds of good seamanship when learning rowing—I think it’s a lost art and skill that more sailing programs should utilize. For these kids, it’s a great way to get used to being in and around boats on the water. It also allows them to explore and learn about a part of their community they otherwise would not have access to.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a whaleboat we built on commission for Mystic Seaport, where its one of the whaleboats used aboard their flagship the Charles W Morgan. Here she’s on her sea trials after launch.The Bronx River has been neglected for some time, relegated to an industrial wasteland. But it is also a beautiful and important waterway—with a unique seascape and environmental role.



wooden 
boatbuilding 

our tools 

rowing bronx river 
restoration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People living in the Bronx have had had very little, if no, access to their waterfront along the Bronx River. The South Bronx is a heavily industrial area, and the river was primarily used by barges that hauled away scrap metal and garbage from the recycling and waste management facilities that line its banks. Using boats built in our shop by our participants, we’ve run programming with the goal of teaching our participants about their local environment and what they can do to make it better. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our environmental job skills apprentices working on our seaweed farm, which helps help clean the Bronx river via bio nutrient extraction. We also work with the billion oyster project to farm oysters for the same purpose. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
building and restoring wetlands along the Bronx River, which help filter pollutants out of rainwater runoff and prevents erosion.
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Presentation Notes
Public programming to help teach local kids about the importance of their local waterways. Kids come in and learn to seine, fish, watch birds, and row during field trips. 





wooden 
boatbuilding 

our tools 

rowing sailing bronx river 
restoration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2015 was 1st year of sailing program development and is the biggest expansion of Rocking the Boat programming in over five years. 



why sailing? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2015 was 1st year of dedicated sailing programming at RTBWhy sailing? 1st: For the same reason we all love sailing and believe it’s a worthwhile endeavor to teach kids:Its funLearn all kinds of valuable things: teamwork, persistence, determination, gritTravel to new placesdiverse and interesting experiencesFriendly and honest competition.The people and friends we meet along the way.Felt like a natural extension of the programs we were already running.Don’t talk about evolution of sailing from other programs! That comes later



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rocking the boat serves up to 3000 young people and community members each year, the vast majority of them are through our public programs. Public programs feed our deep-impact and long-term programs, beginning with out student programs (9th & 10th grade). After the student program, they can apply for job skills, which is a paid position that is often their first job (11th and 12th grades). They get help through the process (writing resumes, interviewing, etc.) Once they graduate, they cean be eligible for a Program Assistant position, where they help run our student and public programs while in college.



wrap-around social work 
support 

 
three full-time, in-house social workers 
and a new post-secondary opportunity 
advisor support students by offering:    
 
• social-emotional support 

• academic support through high school 
and college 

• individual and group counseling  

• job readiness training 

• college and trade school admissions 
and financial aid guidance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In each of these programs (student, job skills, alumni), there is a dedicated social worker. Talk about how important this facet of the programming is. Unlike at their schools, our social work program is completely integrated in what we do, so there is no stigma in coming in to chat, seek help, talk about colleges, etc. These services are available to our participants. FOR LIFE. 



hunts point 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hunts Point is in the South Bronx, a peninsula bordered by the Bronx and East Rivers. We’re located next to the Hunts Point Riverside Community Park, a small park that is part of a relatively new initiative to open up access to the Bronx River and to help restore it. Currently, our facility is a mile up the Bronx River. 



Hunts Point: a community in desperate 
need of services 
 
• 10474 is the poorest zip code east of the Mississippi 

River; 15 Congressional District is the poorest in the 
nation 

• poverty rate of 41.8%, is 12% higher than in the Bronx 
as a whole (29.8%), and more than double that of New 
York City (20.3%) 

• 30% of families make less than $15K annually, less than 
half the $50K NYC median household income  

• 33% on time high school graduation rate, a full 45% of 
adults (ages 25 and older) have less than a high school 
diploma or equivalent degree 

• The worst air pollution in NYC with 15,000 annual truck 
trips in and out of the nation’s largest wholesale food 
market, a sewage treatment plant, and 11 waste 
transfer stations 

• Both the violent felony rate (15.7 crimes per 1,000 
residents) and teen birth rate (41.3 births per 1,000 girls 
ages 16-19) are the highest in all of New York City. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hunts Point-   poorest Congressional District and the poorest zip code east of the Mississippi River.  Hunts Point has a poverty rate of 43.9%, more than double that of New York City (19.9%). A full 30% of Hunts Point families make less than $15,000 per year and, at 16.2%, the unemployment rate is dramatically higher than in the rest of the Bronx, 8.4%, or New York City, 6.4%.  40% of adults in the community did not graduate from high school, and only 6.5% have earned a Bachelor’s degree. The area’s air and water are severely damaged by a multitude of pollutants.  These include: congestion from over 15,000 diesel trucks driving in and out of the Hunts Point Terminal Market, the largest wholesale produce, meat, and fish market in the country, each week; one of the largest sewage treatment plants in the New York City which processes over 30% of the City’s solid waste (putrescibles, construction and demolition, recyclables mostly from Manhattan); and a massive and correspondingly smelly sewage pelletizer operation. 



100% 
college acceptance rate 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
100% of Rocking the Boat students graduate from high schoolOver the past two years, 28 out of 28 graduating seniors were accepted to college, including four with full scholarshipsMore than 80% of those eligible to have completed their first two years of college have done so 5 former students are on full-time salaried staff, including our new Student Sailing Program Director, another 20 work part time as Program Assistants while in college, and more than 30 are employed as paid Apprentices in our Boatbuilding, Environmental, and Sailing Job Skills programs



Presenter
Presentation Notes
That’s the gist of our organization and programs, now to look more closely at our new sailing program that just started in 2015. 
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Presentation Notes
Natural progression of RTB programming Building boats—1st row, then a few sailExpands our ability to experience the Bronx and East Rivers and NY HarborEngages with the rivers and environment differently—wind, tide, weatherBroadens horizons, expands scope of experiences we can provide, and creates new and diverse opportunities to kids who traditionally would not get to do soWeeklong trips up the Long Island Sound



Presenter
Presentation Notes
1st began experimenting w/ sail rigs on our traditional whitehall rowing boats.
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Presentation Notes
Built sailing specific (oar auxiliary) boats that were used on our weeklong trips. These are John Brady (Independence Seaport) designed CT drag boats, modeled after traditional workboats of the LI Sound. 
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Presentation Notes
Boats are super diverse—large payload, can be sailed or rowed, and relatively small sail area so they’re good trainers for beginner sailors.
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Presentation Notes
A few years ago, we used these sailboats on our weeklong voyages, where we would sail and row these boats from the Bronx up the LI Sound, camping along the way w/ stops in City Island, Rye, NY and Calf Island off Greenwich, CT. The trip has become an annual ritual and the source of many RTB stories.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the past few years, we slowly started incorporating some sailing into our on-water after-school and public programming. Group of girls from a school up the block (St. Ignatius) during an after-school public program.Sailing seemed such a natural extension of what we were doing that RTB began planning a full-fledged sailing program, which kicked off last spring. 



diversity is a good thing 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We didn’t start our program with the explicit goal of diversifying the sport in the United States. We started it because we thought it was a great way to expand the opportunities and experiences that we could offer to our participants who live in a community that offers very few opportunities. It was very much more about diversifying their options in life than diversifying the sport. We know and understand that these kids face severe institutional barriers in educational and economic opportunities—so we are trying to mitigate that inequality in the best ways that we can through our resources. But we do also feel proud to start this program in a community that has had little to no exposure to the sport, and to help contribute, however small, to its diversity initiatives.Social Science and behavioral research shows that diversity is a good thing…



diversity is a good thing 
 

• business 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Companies that emphasize diversity record higher returns, lower debt ratios, and better average growth (Credit Suisse Research Institute)Wall Street traders set prices more accurately in more diverse settings (Columbia U. study)



diversity is a good thing 
 

• business 
• research 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scientific Research is of a higher quality when done by a diverse research group (Scientific American)Academic Papers have higher impact when done by diverse group (vs. same ethnic group) (Nat’l Bureau of Economic Research)



diversity is a good thing 
 

• business 
• research 
• sport 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In an analysis of world soccer, there have been direct correlations between diversity and competitive performance (Duke U. and U. San Diego, via WSJ)



diversity in sailing 
 
 

The US Sailing Community Sailing Committee “recognize 
diversity as essential to achieving our mission, ‘to promote and 

support community sailing in the United States.’ For us, diversity 
refers to the differences of culture, ethnicity, race, gender, age, 

beliefs, religion, socioeconomic status, sexual orientation, family 
status, physical ability, appearance, and ideas.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As far I can tell from my inquiries, US Sailing does not have any reliable statistics on the diversity of the sport in the US. One reason may be that such statistics are difficult to find, even within research done on the sport by sport and fitness industry studies and in published scholarly work. If it exists, its not east to find. A possibility why there isn’t much research is that its not much of a mystery—diversity is not a strength of the sport. But research would help us understand the issue and how to best address it through programming, initiatives, and outreach. How can we better promote sailing to a more diverse audience?



why is achieving diversity in sailing so difficult? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To promote diversity, we need to look at the barriers that make it difficult to achieve. From my experience as an educator, program director, and researcher, there are some direct reasons particular to our sport that make diversity in sailing difficult…



why is achieving diversity in sailing so difficult? 

• it’s expensive   
• location 
• culture 
• deep, long-term participation is 

difficult  
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From my experience as an educator, researcher, and program director:Its ExpensiveFor participants—to afford fees at clubs, gear, travel, etc.For sailing centers and organizations—to maintain fleets, acquire waterfront access, Sailing center locationsTakes kids out of their communities and into unfamiliar and often economically disparate communitiesCultural relevanceLong term participation difficult (vs. short term outreach programs)Efficacy and Difficult to replicate, not sustainable for long-termNot many sailing centers located near underserved urban communitiesLong term participation is difficult: expense, travelThis was the focus of some of my educational research looking at urban outdoor and experiential education programs. 



grassroots sailing program  
development 

• how do we create a program that fits into the 
hunts point community? 

• how do we make it relevant and authentic to 
our kids? 

• how do we create a program that will foster 
long-term participation and development? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the questions we asked ourselves when creating this new sailing program.



what makes after-school programming 
effective? 

• choice 
• fits interests, values, and norms of diverse 

cultures and surrounding community 
• novel, varied tasks that challenge and develop 

skills 
• fun 
• strong social component 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also wanted to incorporate characteristics that have proven to be most effective in after-school programming... Characteristics of good programs:Choice. Voluntarily attend, have some agency in what they doFits interests, values and norms of diverse cultures and the surrounding communityNovel, varied tasks that challenge and develop skillsIts fun and strong social component



what are benefits of effective after-school 
programming?  

• increased academic motivation and 
performance 

• improved behavior and self-confidence 
• better relationships with parents 
• attend school more often 
• increased sense of self & identity as learner 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowing our kids and the community they are growing up in, its important that we get it right… good programming can have dramatic effects, so there is a lot at stake in designing our programming so as to maximize our outocmes and impact. an effective after-school program has been shown to increase academic motivation and performanceImprove behavior and self-confidenceForm better relationships with their parentsAttend school more oftenIncreased sense of self and identity as a learnerThese advantages are more apparent in urban, underserved communitiesAll these things we see and experience at RTB, and wanted to be sure we could replicate it in our sailing program. 



rocking the boat sailing program 
 

our first year 
 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Taking all of that into consideration, we wanted to focus first on training a core group of teachers, our first cohort of instructors, to form the foundation of our program.Trained our 7 job skills apprentices and four Program Assistants in sail training and instruction. Our Pas will be getting Level 1 certified at the end of June, and our apprentices are to be Level 1 certified before graduating from high school. The goal was to train this core group to be the sailing instructors for sailing program offerings once we expanded. As is the case in our other programs, we thought it was important that our programs are taught by kids from the community that have come through our programming. It creates a culture and continuity in the programming that would otherwise be hard to replicate. And it creates positive role models for our students, and easy examples to model their efforts and behavior. 



importance of place 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are sailing centers and venues that we could have used—saved a lot of money. SUNY Maritime is a great partner in so many programs, but we understand the importance of place when designing the program.Why Sailing in the Bronx is important to program successidentityCultural relevanceMotivationLearningWork with the city and parks department to have access to the rivers and harbor. We’re currently in discussions with the parks department to set up a sailing-specific facility at a park on the East River, closer to a large sailing areaWe want them to understand that they don’t have to leave their community to do something valuable and worthwhile.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We set up a dedicated classroom for sailing program participants in our Hunts Point facility. All of our sailing apprentices and program assistants were new to sailing last year. Since then, they’ve learned basic sail theory and skills, and were on the water in early April and our last sail was on December 13th (though it was 60 degrees that day).



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to our wooden boats, we knew that to have a proper sailing program, our kids would have to be able to sail on anything—traditional and modern craft. So we searched for boats that best fit our programmatic goals and ended up buying a fleet of boats from RS Sailing—three Visions and two Ventures, a fleet that is set to expand further this year (Quests?!)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the summer 2015, we ran two 2-week long programs for local middle-school youth. The goal was to provide teaching opportunities to our sailing job skills apprentices and to introduce sailing to kidsin the community. The aim is to expand our summer offerings to three 2-week long programs (taught by our apprentices trained over the year) and to offer community sailing days where general public can come out and sail with us. 







Presenter
Presentation Notes
So much of our curriculum in the sailing program is about teaching what they know. Here Marilyn, a 16-year old sailing job skills apprentice, is teaching students in the student environmental program about sailing upwind. It is the first time she had command of a boat on her own with non-sailors. At the end of the year, we asked our sailing program apprentices what they thought of the their efforts and the program so far, and in the discussion Marilyn cited this day. She was so nervous to be on the boat, and in command, without someone to guide her aboard. 



“we’ve seen ourselves change. we see 
ourselves differently now.” 

      - Marilyn, 16 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But she remembers how it empowered her, and changed the way she thought of herself as a sailor, as a learner, and as a teacher. 



challenges & adjustments 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Challenges that we’ve run into over our first year of programming: Novelty SpaceKids in the Bronx have very different base of knowledge and experience than conventional yacht club, while US Sailing curriculum is designed around conventional Comfort around and in water—many kids come to RTB not knowing how to swim (or having ever tried to before)Very little experience at waterfronts, on docks, or at shoreA moving boat of any kind is novel in the extremeHow this inhibits learning and changes the experienceWe needed to adjust our curriculum to account for these differences of experienceAdvantagesKids in Bronx understand what other kids in Bronx go through in learning these things, better equipped to teach Bronx kidsEmpty slate—no preconceived notions or bad habits, easy to coach, willing learnersExperience sailing from a totally different perspective—I find that they have shown me so many new ways to look at sailing and teaching sailing



rocking the boat sailing program… 
 

what’s next? 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our goal is to build a solid base of sailors in the community. As our program grows, we’ll have more sailors and instructors coming through our program, allowing us to teach younger participants to sail at an earlier age. Over the next few years, we aim to start a racing program, but the focus of our training will always be on instruction and teaching. In 2016, we’ll expand our fleet of RS boats, almost doubling in size, to accommodate our new programming. We’ll inaugurate our after-school student sailing program, which will be run by alum Carlos Duran, and the college-aged Program Assistants who have been training over the past year, who will be Level 1 certified by the summer. This will double the number of deeply involved sailing participants. We’ll expand our summer sailing program to six weeks, working with up to 45 middle-school students from the community, which will be run by our high-school aged job skills apprentices, who will be Level 1 certified before graduating from high school.We’ll participate in the local sailing community, sailing and racing on keelboats with local supporters. We’ll offer community sailing days and increased public programming, where the public can come out and sail and experience the river We’re in discussions with the America’s Cup Endeavor Program to coordinate programming during the NYC World Cup stop this May



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to our fleet of RS boats, our boatbuilding students and apprentices are also building a new generation of traditionally built wooden craft for our sailing program. The first boat being built specifically for the sailing program is a Herreshoff 12 ½, which is in the process of being lofted and having her molds built now. We hope to have an entire fleet of 12 1/2s sailing in the Bronx for our participants, alumni, and local sailors to enjoy. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Molds for the 12.5 have been built and are waiting for the spring program to start in March.



funding  
• 501c(3) non-profit 
• 96% income from donors 

• foundations (36%), government (12%), corporate 
(9%), individual (35%), donated services (4%) 

• 4% revenue from school group and camp programs 
• No individuals pay—older participants get paid 
• 11th Hour Racing support 
• 3 full time development staff 
• 2015 annual appeal and 2016 gala at NYYC support 

sailing program  
 

   
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the goal of creating a sailing program that fosters long-term and deep involvement, we want to make sure it funded for the long term as well. As a 501©(3) non-profit 95% of the income to support our $2.6M budget comes from donors  broken down as follows: Foundations 36%; Government 12%; Corporate 9%; Individual 35%; Donated Services 4%,  The remaining 4% is earned through running environmental programs for school groups and camps.  None of the 4,500 individuals served by Rocking the Boat annually pay anything to participate.Our after-school and summer program participants do not pay to participate; on the contrary the roles played by the older participants are envisioned as job training and they are paid for their training time and the time they are providing services (e.g., training younger children to sail)Rocking the Boat’s Sailing Programs  received generous start-up support from 11th Hour Racing.  As well, in order to raise the over $400k Sailing Program budget, we have dedicated our both our annual appeal and our annual gala to supporting our sailing programs and therefore received significant support  from individualsRocking the Boat has a three-person full-time Development Department.  Moving forward, development staff will continue to look for support from individuals and institutions interested in supporting our great efforts at providing youth with an opportunity to learn and teach sailingAnd of course – sailing is a mechanism to promote  youth development – giving youth an opportunity to problem solve, work as a team, test their own abilities and think and plan 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a lot of ways to bring a more diverse community into the sailing world—this is just one way that we think works in our community. We’d love any feedback or questions, and to learn about--and from--other programs with a similar mission. We’d also love to discuss ways that we as a community at large can work together to make sailing a sport more people can enjoy. If US Sailing is sincere in its statement that diversity is a priority, then it needs to become part if its institutional identity and values set, and should inform decisions moving forward. Ron Tite said that its not a true value unless it costs money. Other programs: Young Mariners Program in Stamford, CT





Your Opinion Matters 
 

Please open the Sailing Leadership Forum app and 
complete the session survey found in the menu bar. 

 
Thank you for attending this session 
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